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Currently, academics and politicians talk of the need to develop
social indicators to measure the quality of life and to reassess
social priorities and goals: One possible tool for building a bridge
between the conceptual model of social indicators and the oper-
ational ode' is simulation, which allows exploration of. new
policy ptions., This article' deals with the need for such a sirn-
ulatio model, describes one such model (STAPOL) and discusses
some c ent and future applications for this type of simulation.

During th I ast two decades, peOple in the USA seem to have become less
happy.' the same period, the phrase lqualiqr of life' has begun to appear
With greater frequency and to replace the oid taint `happiness' and `welfare' in
contemporary diseyskoneof policy in the urban and domestic areas. Ctirrently,
acadepilciani and politicians talk' the need to develop social indicators to'
measure the *ality of life and, related to this, the need to reassess social
priorities and goals.'

It used to be .that many people equated such economic indicators as GNPi
per capita income, etc, with their quality of life. However, while GNP has kept
rising; many people have remained hungry and unemployed. Our 'cities have
remained congested and dirty. In many of our larger cities, the police and the
community are seen as the invader and the invaded. Some people are beginning
to ask why we must always think in terms of GNP, when a rise in the GNP may
not afectithe poverty, lninger, and uneinployed or sub-employed status of the
nations rural and urban poorour white, black, and brown neighbours. Why
are the nation's social problems increasing irk magni de, complexity andnumber
while our system of higher education (supposedly tended to provide training
in problem solving) is educating more and more dividuals every year?

Social indicators are measures of performance 'n many societal areas. They
are intended to shed light on the impact of ecific prograznmis, where we
stand, and what changes are occurring ip yalu and goals. Indicators should
reflect both the primary and secondary ipipa t of our policy choices, parti-
cularly because the secondary impacts of a po action on the social indicators
At the time of %thing of this article Mr Little was a earch Associate with the Institute for the
future, Middle 'Connecticut. He is currently Co ioner, Office of Income Maintenance,
Department of Public Welfare, Commonwealth of Pennsy vapia, USA.
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Social Indicators 221

for certain societal sectors may be more negative than the positive primary
impact on the indicators for other societal sectors. Some say Our federal highway
programme in the 1950s and 60s was one example of this.

To' establish meaningful social indicators, it is first necessary to establish
toof some type-. The indicators then measure progress toward or away from

the stated goals. Goals may be defined as those objects of aspiration which
reflect a general nation- or state-wide concern and are invested with an element
of consensus. i

Any investigation of goals and indicators must consider which groups hold
what goals, how the goals are priority-ordered, and how these distributions and
orderings are changing with time. It is likely that any comparison between the
national -goal studies of 19603 and 19704 with the aspirations and policy
recommendations of the Black Caucus in the House of Representatives would
reveal significant 'disparities.

The problem of goal change over time is particularly troublesom. As goals
become upgraded, future-policies must be developed -in terms of likely future
goals. rn part, goal changes reflect value changes, and in ,part, aspirations
towards possible futures. As -aknation moves closer to attainment of previously
established goals, the goals do tend to become upgraded. This seems, to be one
of the main messages of Edward Banfield's book, The Unheavenly City.5 Banfield
contends that our cities are not really as bad off as one might think. The quali
of our nation's housing, is steadily-improving, people are living longer, re
per capita_ income for all races has risen steadily. Yet many people remain
dissatisfied. We have simply upgraded our goals, and the higher we raise our
aspirations, the more difficult it, is to reach these aspirations. What Banfield
says may be it least partly cbrrect :life in the USA is probably more comfortable
and satisfying for more people than it is anywhere else or has been ever befo-re.
But that does not keep some from being deeply concerned about such problems
as the status of our cities and mAtority groups.

In an attempt to reach whatever goals have been selected, sfrategies have to
- be developed. Strategies are generally considered to be a mix of policies (stated

in terms of detailed goals), plans and programmes.
One of the primary problems for policy-making is the perceived mismatch

between goals and objectives. This is easily resolved if we have simply one goal.
However, in real life, the policy-maker has a multiplicity of goals and a limited
amount of resources. Today there are no known analytical approaches for
evaluating trade-offs at the highest policy levels (eg, health versus defence), nor
can analysis shed much light on trade-offs within a given social area (eg, health,
education or, welfare). Consequently, policy-making at its present level of
sophistication includes a large element of pragmatism and thus requires the
judgement and experience of those keenly sensitive to the workings of the social
system.

Despite all of these problems, there are some possible means of assisting
policy-making to become more scientific. Specifically, there are tools to help the
policy-maker and the acallemic to build the bridge between conceptual goals
and indicators on the one hand and operational one's on the other. One such
tool is simulation, which allows exploration of policy options. STAPOL (State
Policy) is a simulation, recently developed at the Institute for* the Future,
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4

designed to demonstrate the impact of policy, values, and technological and
societal developments upon the quality of life within a hypothetical state
(known as Statos). By simulating the evaluation of policies in terms of social

. indicators, STAPOL has been known to provide some insight ihto the 'possible
future application of such indicatorg in real-world policy planning and
analysis.

What is STAPOL?

STAPOL is. a gaming-simulation that models important aspects Of political
decision-making at the state level. It is possible for the entire exercise, or any
of its parts, to be perfoLmed either manually or by computer. When human
players are used in STAL, they may be asked to take orl one of three roles:
state legiilator, societal evaluator, or exogenous-event assessor. From the point
of view of any of these roles, each player is concerned Withithe ongoing quality
of life in Statos, the imaginary state where the events of the game take place..
The quality of life is a multi- exfsional concept, encompassing a wide range of
areas such as the quality f the environment, the quality of health care, the
qualik of education, an so on. To measure the quality of life at a given time,
one can simply ask Teo s le how 'satisfied they are with, each of'the above areas.
In STAPOL,,,a set indices of satisfaction monitors the quality of life in
Statos, throughout e game. The actual play of the game focuses on the
attempts oFthe state legislators to increase, through legislative -iambs, the
level of the indices. The index levels, in turn, are set by the combined efforts of
the societal,evaluators, who judge the impact of legislative actions on various
societal groups, and the exogenous-event assessors, who determine how certain
societal and technological events affect conditions in Statos independent of the
actions of the plandrs.

The game proceedsin rounds or interactions, each of which involves activity
on the part of all three types of, pla . Each round is the equivalent of one
triennium (two -year period): e state legislators, representing competing

: constituencies, first establish a set of legislative objectives and then, working
Within certain budgetary constraints, develop an opesating and a planning
legislative programme, each consisting of several legislative actions designed to
meet the overall objectives. The locietal evaluators, representing four different
societal sectors, then rate the impact of each selected legislative action on the
satisfaction leyels of the various societal group's, as-measured by the satisfaction
indices, on a' scale of +10 to 10.- Finally, the exogenous-event assessors
perfimn a similar rating function for each of a set of external events whose
occurrence has been determined by chance in accordance with the realistic
probabilities associated with these eventsin previous forecasting, studies done at
the Institute for the Future. These evaluations and assessments are then used to
compute a new set of values for the indices of satisfaction in Statos. In accor-

% dance with these new, values and a new operating budget, the state legislators
create for the second biennium a new set of legislative objectives, a new legis-
lative p1 gramme to meet these objectives, and a new planning programme.
The objectives may or may not vary from those deireloped at the start of the,
first iteration. If the objectives have been retained in part or whole, the legisla-

o
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five programme for the second round may be derived in large part from the
planning programme prepared in the first round.

To clarify this entaie procedure, Figure 1 showsthe relationships beiweevn the
various phases of STAPOL.

Previous
round

Quality
of life

' Previous
legislative

objectives**

Legislative
budget*

Previous
planning

programme

Legislative jAu
programme

External
events

1. Establishment
of legislative
objutives, by

legislators

2. Establishment
of legislative
programme, by

legislators

3. Establishment
of plannirig

programme, by
legislators

4
4. Random .4'
selection of

external events,
by game operator -

Legend

Sequence of opeiafions
Flow of information-
Provided in Rbund 1
*Unnecessary in Round 1

Fliji,re 1. STAPOL flow 51Iagram.

5. Miessment of
impad of legislative

programme and
external events on
QOL by societal

evaluations

6. Computation of
budget for .next
round, by game

operator
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224 Social Indicators

The player-roles in STAPOL
The action in STAPOL covers a ten-year time span, broken up into five rounds.
The legislative team must produce two legislative programme-sets each round,
an operating set fot.the current biennium and a planning set for the ensuing
one. It should be noted that some basic governmental services and activities in
Statos are assumed to go on aidependently of the efforts of the planners (unless
the legislators as part of the game explicitly reduce the level of the services).
Thus, for example, sanitation services of average efficiency can be assumed
present in Statos even if no specific approOriation is made to that effect. The
legislative privranunps in the game represent, for the most part, increments to
the typfcal nainimuni functions of a state goN4rnment.

For each member of the legislative team,the first step is to define the objec-
-. tives of the legislative1programme he wants to ,create. These objectives should

relate directly to the current ;quality of life in Statos, a description of which will
be provided at the beginning of each round, as illustrated in Fi re 2. Typical
goals might be to maximise the satisfaction of certain societal groupls, o minimise
the dissatisfaction of certain groups, or bring all groups closer to the average;
the player is of course free to try any approadi he- desires. The goals or objectives
are the goals of the legislature and should be arrived at by consensus or, if this
is not possible, by majority vote. it is permissible for any individual or coalition
to issue a tninority report.

Having defined the objectives, the legislatur e's next function develop an
This,operating set of legislatiye programmes for the first biennium. This is done by

majority vote, drawing from, a prepared list of candidate legislation provided in
an appendix to the players' game manual. The budget for the first biennium is
$60 million, and the total cost of the legislative programmes in the first operating
programme-set -thust not exceed*this sum. Any revenue generated by legislative
action is not available until the next biennium. A typical legislative prograinme
is shown in Figure 3.

After the operating programme-set has been prepared, a planning legislative
programme-set must also be completed. Such a planning set may consist of any
or all of the following:

-r,Carry-over items: programmes already put into effect in a previous operating
set which ,require continued funding throughout several rounds for the
programme to be completed or to remain operating.
New items from the prepared list: programmes contained in the appendix to
the player's game manual, but not yet utilised.
Original items: new programmes proposed by, any member by the legislative
team.

The budget available to fund an operati programme-set varies to some.r
extent from year to year in accordance with e drift of 'a generally growing
economy and the revenue generated from legislative actions. The success or
failure of the previous operating set to improve the quality of life in Statos may
also have an influence on the determination of the budget. Keeping, these facts
in mind, each legislative player must estimate the progpective budget for the
next biennium and use that sum as the basis for selecting Vis planning pro-
gramme-set.

00006
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Figure 2. Current 'quality of life' in Statos.
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i\
FORM B: LEGISLATIVE PROGR PAMEe--

Members
supporting

Dollars In this '
Area No. 'Brief description thousands legislation

r

I 14 ,,Set up community information centres . 150 3-2
I 21 Data bank for state planning 40 5-0
I 61 Improve educational requirements for state and local police 2 500 4-1
I 6E_ Establish an for the investigation and prosecution of 5 000 4-1,office

organised crrme
I 68 Pr ision of separate detention facilities for juveniles 10 000 3-2
II 14 Vigorously enforce health and safety standards in housina 2 000 3-2
II 32 Reform building codes to accept technological lanovatiOns .... 250 4-1
II' 63 Provide adAnced mass transit systems in five urban areas 250 4-1
IV 14 Institute high' school work-study programmes 100 5-0
IV 18 Raise salaries f teachers , 5 000 5-0
IV 28 Performance contracts for teachers of inner-city schools:- 2 000

pilot programme
5-0

VI 11 Comprehensive anti-pollution programme 10 000 4-1
VI 40 Provide public pools in urban areas 600
VI 43 Keep school-recreation areas open after school hours 600 3-2
VI 45 Provide wildlife reserves' 2 000

SM.,
3-2'

Number of players: 5 Team number: 4 total: 40 490
Date of play:410-9 °

%
0

Figure 3. Sample legislative programme.
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226 Social Indicators

As was the case with the operating set, the final planning set is adopted by a
majority vote by all the members of the legislature. The set is then recorded and
given to the game operator. When all materials from the first round have been
proceised, the legislature will receive from the operator a computer print-out
showing their prestious4legislative programme, the external events which have

-pccurred, the old and new values of the indices of satisfaction for eachsocie0
sector in Statos and for the state as a whole; the new budget for round two, and
the preyiously submitted planning programme. If, in view of the effects of their
round-one operatingprogramme-set, the legislature feels their objectives will
furthered by the round-one planning set and if the cost of the latter and the
available revenue from the new budget are commensurate, the round-one
planning progtamme-set may become the new operating prograiiune-set.
Otherwise, a dill ent operating set may have to be prepared. In either case, the
play of the game proceeds into the new biennium, with the legislature once
again. responsibly for the creation of an operating and ( planning legislative
programme-set.

Societal evsdutiors

Any significant 'social change will probably have different implilations for
members of differeAt sub-groups in society.. This statement holds true parti-)
cularly for changes wrought by government prpgrammes. The over-all impact
of a legislative action in raising people's satisfactiOn with some area of life is
determined in a complex fashion. Certain things, for example, are more
important to people in one socio-economic class than to those in other classes.
n addition, where argiven improvement is made in some area, the access of
arious people to trils improvementthe marginal benefit they :can 'derive
-om itmay differ depending on their respective social positions. Even though

things may seem to be getting better for everyone, if one group sees that things
are not improving as fast for it as for some other group, members of the first
group may have a sense of relative deprivation and so be unhappy. .

It is evident therefore that various societal sectors may 'disagree on how a
given legislative action will affect the quality of life in their state. STAPOL
recognises this fact of political reality and provides for the exprestion of several
points of view in evaluatingghe success of the work of the legislature. Specifically,
reference to four socio-political segments of society is built into- the structure of
the game. These segmentsthe conservative established interests, the liberal
intellectuals, the silent majority, and the alienated and radicathedessentially
embrace most if .not all of a typical state's- socio-political structure and are.
described in detail in the game manual. Each. of the legislative actions and
external developments used as part of STAPOL is evaluated from the point of
view of each socio-political group in turn. An interdisciplinary team of experts
has prepared a ,set of such ratings and entered them in the computer for use if,
the evaluation process in the game is to be automated on, a given run. HoWev'er,
players of STAPOL may also be asked to take on the role of societal evaluators
and provide ratings for the legislative actions chosen in the programmes of the
state planners.

00008
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Each member of the evaluators team will have to judge the impact of a
number of legislative' actions on one or more indices of satisfaction, from the
point of view of one orinOi:e societal sectors. For example, one player might be
responsible for evaluating how a set of actions alters the satisfaction oflthe silent'
majority with health care, the standard of living, and education. The number
of indices and sectors assigned to each player depends on the number of player's.

Each legislative action is tobe rated on a-scale of +10 to 10 for each index.
of satisfaction. A +10 indicates--friaximum gain in a certain socio-political
group's satisfaction with the are'a, of life to.wIfich the particular index applies;
a 10 indicates maximum loss. A zero is used if a particular legislative action
is felt to have ma effect on satisfaction with the given area of life.

When all team members have performed their assigned functions, the results
are recorded and given to the game operator.

11. $

Exogenous;eveirt assessors

It is obkrions that legislative actions are not the only factors that lead to change
in the quality of life in a state. To recognise the existence of other factors and so
prokride a certain amount of realism to SlOAPOL, a number of potential
external events (technological and sobletal.) are built into the gamstructure
(see Table 1). Some of the events may occur in each iteration of the game, or in
some iterations none of them may occur. The happening or non-happening of
an external event is determined by chance in accordance with a prtbability
signed on the basis of previous Institute studies or with the assistance of a
group of radicals in Cambridge.

If an Arent occurs, it has a direct effect on the values of the indices of satis-
faction produced in a given rcinnd, raising or lowering them where appropriate.'
For each of the events in the prepared list in the game manual, such changes
have been estimated by =Interdisciplinary group of experts, for use in STAPOL
whtnever the role of exogenouslevent assessor is to be performed automatically.
The occurrence or non-occurrence of certain events may relate. to possible
policy actions. For example, if there is a smoke-in at the Statos state capitol to
protest existing marijuana laws, does the legislature crack down on the demon-
strators or liberalise existing laws? If there is no protest, does that imply that
the existing laws are adequate ? ,

41,

Current utility of STAPOL

To date, STAPOL has been used by university officials, 'students, officials in
state and local government, directors of various poverty programmes, and
various federal officials. In general, participants in STAPOL agree that the
exercise teaches or illustrates to the participant a number of points. S9me of
these are:

the need to think in terms of goals or objectives
the fact that programme costs vary over time.
the fact that programme costs frequently rise more rapidly than available
reverlue
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- 228 Social Indicators

TABLE 1. POSSIBLE EXTERNAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Massive new cities programme, for rebuilding existing cities and creating new communities,
funded at rate of $30 (USA) billion per year.

2. Negative Income tax, to ensure that all persons or families in USA have incomes abbve poverty
level.

INV Bombing of chemical plant near major urban centre in Statos.
4. Multi-state regional authorities, with strong enfotcing powerp and funds for 90% of costs of

programmes they create. Programmes pleinned In areas of housing, transportation, flood
control, etc.

5. Decrease in nationaidefence budglit I* hilt to less thaii 5% of GNP; major refelirecti?ii of resources
to urban programmes.

6. USA entry Into liMited,Vietnam-like war, to be Imagined as lasting more than six months and
requiring commitment of more than 100 000 men, causing cutback on funds available for urban
programmes. 1

7, Federal programmes to fund all total welfare costs.
8. National educational network, offering courses at many levels, via government-provided home

communications terminals; students may receive degree credi>lbout attending conventional
institutions.

9. Abandonment of residence as basis of national franchise; instant referenda and public opinion
monitoring through newiFlevices permit each individual a role in shaping public policy; shift
from representative to mire democracy.

10. Widespread creation of government child-care centres, with broad popular acceptance, allowing
mothers to return to work shortly after giving birth.

11. Reorganisation of political parties, producing new alignments as liberal or conservative.
12. Establishment of national programme for assessment of educational achievement, coupled with an

-extensive programme of. federal scholarship aid to individual students.
13. Major sit-In at utility company, against construction of polluting power plant in SW corner of

Atatos.
14. Decline of thafamily as the basic unit of society, evidenced by a national study showing .a signi-

ficant percentage (of the population living in unconventional arrangements (eg, communal
groups).

15. Funding of communiversities In many cities.
16i Personality control drugs.
17. House/kW robots.
18. Limited weather control.
19. Ageing control.
20. General immunisation.
21. High-IQ computers.
22. Cheap electricity from controlled nuclear power.
23. Demonstration by an ecology group, blocking major urban avenues of City X, to push mayor to

prohibit'cars in the central city.
24. Smoke -in on 4 July'at the state capital to protest state rimijuana laws.
25. Public-schdol strike protesting the adoption of open (unstructured) classes and radical curri-

culum (eg, courses on Imperialism, racism, sexism).
26. Illegal rent strike in major urban city in Statos, seeking.to promote a massive construction

programme of low-income housing under community control. TV strike is supported by,
20% of the city's population.

27. Major hospital strike by physicians and nurses to protest the condition of public hospitals in
Statos.

,28. Cheap mass-produced !pouting. 6

29. Sit-In by welfare clients and social workers, at the Federal Building at the state capital, seeking
higher benefits. Sit-in results in violence, police retaliation, mass arrests, aihd the death of two
welfare mothers and a social worker.

30. Bombing of ROTC office at state university, by radical'groups.

Arthelact that there are competing priorities for limited resources"
the need to put creative or constructive ideas into the form-of policy
the fact that policy prbgrammet may have different impacts upon different
societal sectors

4o-the importance of analysing and attempting to control events exogenous to
the -policy process

' the operationalisation of a mollified PPBS system

00010
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.the need to develop decision-mAing skills in an environment which involves
uncertainty (external.events) "and.restraints .(budget,-
the potential usefulness of social, indicators andjndices-of satisfaction. ,

As a pedagogical tool for use in the universit4 classroom or foi training .

exercises, STAPOL has experienced notable success.

Some caveats

A recent post-simulation experiment conducted by the aulhor at the Federal
ExecutivOustitute in. Charlottesville, Virginia,. provided strong indications
that social indicators are pot yet a fully usable tool in policy.ruilkiiig.4 Some ,of

-the experiment's results are shown in Figure 1.7
4'

For.this experiment, several questions were posed to ele.ven federal carolr
executives who were just completing an eight week training programme, which
included participation in STAPOL. The questioris' included the following:
What indicators are imporlfint to your quality of life? Are they measurable?
What scales would you use to measure them? How much weight would you
attach to each of them, letting the summation of all factors equal 100? As a
starting point, the respondents were asked to use the indicators provided in the
STAPOL Game Manuals Our lisioof indicators expanded uickly from 10 18
19 with some indicators being applicable to everyone's QO and others being
meaningful to only three or four of the executives. The valu placed on each
indicator were quite dispersed, ranging, for example, from-3i to 15 or from 5
to 20. With limited economic resources available to the public policy-maker,
this information does not help make the decision: instead, it makes it clear that
an improvement in one societal sector's quality of life may not be an improve-
ment for all sectors. For example, an improvement in educational facilities or
the pupil : teacher ratio in 4 state does not improve an individual's quality of
life unless he places a valueon education. With limited resources, aqd different ,

I

Indicator Yes

eanbliful? Measurable? Relative weight

No . YeS No Median Range

EdUcation 11 0 11 0 14 10-25 '
Health care . 10 1 10 1 11 9-20
Standard of living 8 3 4 3 10 5-20 ,

Public safety and justice 10 1 11 0 10 - 5-12
Financial and businesssilmate 10 1 11 0 10 5-10
Natural environmentnatural resources 11 0 8 3 8/ 34-15
Social integration 10 1 5 5 n 5-15
Man-made environment 10 1 7 4 5 5-12i
Rate of social change 3 8 1 9 5 4-10,
Culture 10 1 4 7 , 5 1-10'

The summation of the medians does not approximate 100, for only the original ten indiCators
are shown. PartiCipants added another nine indicators and assigned weights to these which ranged
from 5 to 50.

Figure.4. Evaluation of selected social indicators.
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e
values assigned to each quality of life indicator by the various members Of even
a fairly homogenous group, how does the policy-maker. determine where he
will get the most for his nuRney ?: To questions of this sort, STAPOI, provides
no readyinswers.

A wisliful future

Despite the urrent limitations of STAPOL, it Is important in policy matters
to think in terms of goals and indicators. The President's Commission on
National Goals which reported in '1960 had very modest goals. However, their
combined aspirations exceeded the national capacity to satisfy them. The
National Planning Association calculated that the co ft of realising the rather
modest nationalgoals set by the Eisenhower administration' would' exceed the
total GNP. New York's Mayor indsay has estimated that the cost of eliminating
New York City's slums would ceed *100 (USA) billion.

With limited resources availa le, the 1960 Goals Commisitn simply f d, to
assign priorities) to their Aspirations, and consequently their goals were not
reasonable. Moreover, in inany instances, progress towards goal attainment
could not be measured, since tile-re were no corresponding sets of indicators
available.

- .
STAPOL forces the policy maker to think in terms of realistic goals and

methods for attaining them. As the societal-evaluator portion of the model
becomes tuned more closely to reality, STAPOL or a similar simulation may
become a real tool for exploration-of policy options. One possible way to do this
would be to have each major societal group generate what they perceive to be
proper national -Or state 'goals and then propose a consistent set of policies to
meet its' own perceived goals. These could be, tested on a societal model to
derive estimates of what societal'conditions would result if the policies were
implemented, in terms of appropriate social indicators. If the model were fully
developed, the differenrkpolicies suggested 14 each societal sector plight, after
attempts to reach .closer consensus, then be presented as a range of options and
possible outcomes accompanied by a 'contrast analysis' comparing outcomes
and revealing implicit trade-offs. In this way, the level of debate over national
goals and policies might be raised considerab4 The 'results of this process
would,, it seems reasonable to hope, provide an expanded range of alternative
policies and a better understanding of the, implications of policy choices in
terms of their impact on various societal sectors.

Conclusions
.

This paper has been primarily descriptive and d therefore the conclusions, if:Any,
are few. It seems clear that the practtcal application of social indicators to
policy formulation' and analysis is still. f the future. Nevertheless, tbqls such
as STAPOL can provide the policy-mak with a good acclimatisation to many
of the necessary concepts and techniq4.4. At least in this pedagogical sense,
then, policy analysis gaming - simulation such as STAPOL can help in laying

- groundwork for sorely needed improV,ernents in the policy-planning process. c
-.1.
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